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This invention relates to a novel arrangement 
of a window for a panel that is both ornamental 

6 Claims. (C. 20-56.4) 
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... it is to be understood that the panel 6 could be 
in appearance and inexpensive to manufacture. 
There are many applications requiring the use 

of a window in a panel, a typical example being 
recording instruments, wherein low-cost of manu 
facture must be accompanied by desirable appear 
ance, ruggedness of assembly, and ease of re 
placement. Heretofore, numerous different ar 
rangements have been proposed but none have 
entirely satisfied the requirements set forth 
above. The invention set forth herein discloses 
an arrangement wherein a transparent member 
cooperates with a frame to provide a window for 
a panel, the transparent member and frame being 
assembled in inter-locking relationship whereby 
both are securely locked to the panel, resulting in 
an ornamental, rugged, and low-cost assembly. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a new 
and novel arrangement of a window for a panel 

O 

20 
that is ornamental in appearance, easy to assem 
ble and dis-assemble, devoid of superfluous or 
extra parts and is adapted for low-cost manu 
facture. . . . . . . . . . .'; 

Other objects and advantages will readily be 
seen upon an inspection of the drawings annexed 
hereto when taken in conjunction with the de 
tailed description to follow. 

In the drawings: . . 

Fig. 1 is a front or outer view of a panel em 
bodying the novel window arrangement, and 
showing the outer appearance of the assembled 
Window. 

Fig. 2 is a rear or inner view of the arrange 
ment shown in Fig. 1 and shows the inner ap 
pearance of the assembled Window. 

Fig. 3 is a view in section, taken along the line 
3-3 of Fig. 1. 

Figure 4 is a partial plan view of the window 
frame. 

Figure 5 is a partial plan view of the panel 
showing one form of the arrangements for re 
ceiving the tongue of the frame shown in Figures 
4 and 6. 

Figure 6 is a partial view in elevation of the 
frame shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 7 is a partial plan view of the panel 
showing an alternative arrangement to that 
shown in Figure 5 for receiving the tongue of the 
frame shown in Figures 4 and 6. 
Now referring to the drawings, there is shown 

a portion of a panel 6 having therein a substan 
tially oblong opening 7. The panel 6 could be a 
part of the casing or housing of a recording in 
strument, and the opening T, in such an instance, 
would be provided to permit observation or in 
spection of the data recorded on a chart or paper 
roll contained within such an instrument. Ordi 
narily, it is desirable to provide a window for the 
opening 7 when the panel 6 is a part of the casing 
or housing of a recording instrument, Of course, 
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part of the casing or housing of any particular 
device or article of manufacture wherein it is 
desirable to have an opening provided with a 
window for inspection or observation of the inte 
rior of the particular article of manufacture. 

In order to provide a window for the opening 
7, the panel 6 is provided with a plurality of 
notches 8 at spaced points about the periphery of 
the opening, and forming a part of the opening 
7. Cooperating with the notches 8 is a frame 9. 
having a plurality of tongues projecting 
through the notches 8, there being one tongue for 
each notch. - 

The frame 9 is in the form of a channel mem 
ber having a substantially U-shaped cross-sec 
tional configuration, whereby a pair of legs 2 
and f3 are provided, each of the legs having sub-. 
stantially flat edges 4 and 5, respectively. 
When the frame 9 is placed upon the panel 6 
with the tongues projecting through the 
notches 8, the edge 4 engages the outer face of 
the panel 6. The curved upper portion of the 
frame 9 overlies the outer face of the panel G and 
the leg 3 serves to cover the peripheral edge 6 
of the opening 7. . . . 
Cooperating with the frame 9 is a transparent 

member 7 which is so dimensioned as to rest 
within the confines of the tongues if projecting. 
through the notches 8; that is, the openings 
defined by notches 8 surround the periphery of 
member 7; and the member 7, in turn, overlies 
the opening 7, Surrounding same about its pe 
riphery. The transparent member 7 may be of 
glass Or any Suitable transparent material such: 
as the common commercially available trans 
parent plastics. The outer face of the transpar 
ent member Surrounding the opening 7 engages 
the inner face of the panel 6 surrounding the 
opening 7. Thus, we see that the transparent 
member 7 is so dimensioned as to provide a 
window, or transparent cover for the opening . . . 
in the panel 6. - 
With the transparent member in place, resting 

within the confines of the tongues fl, the assem 
bly of the window is completed by means of the 
simple operation of bending the tongues over the 
edge 8 of the transparent member 7 whereby 
the ends of the tongues if will engage the edges 
8 and the inner face of the member 7. Thus, 

it is seen that the frame 9 and the transparent 
member 7 are assembled in inter-locking rela 
tionship which serves to lock the two parts se 
curely to the panel 6. The combination of the 
edge 4 of the frame 9 resting on the outer face . 
of the panel 6, together with the tongue 
engaging the edge 8 and inner face of the trans 
parent member 7, provides a clamping, action 
resulting in the frame 9 and transparent member. 

being a SSembled rigidly together and to the 
panel 6. 
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It is not necessary that the transparent mem 
ber be held to close dimensional tolerances in as 
much as any normal variations fron unit to unit. 
in the manufacturing operations can be COm 
pensated for by slight variations in the degree. 
of bending of the tongues ff. The frame 9 may 
be of metal of a suitable gage to readily permit 
bending of the tongues as required above. If 
the transparent member 7 is slightly under-size, 
the tongues can be so bent as to take up the 
dimensional deficiency of the transparent mem 
ber f. If the transparent member is slight 
ly over-size, the tongues can still be bent 
around the member 7 sq. as to secure it in place. 
The arrangement described above is advanta 
geous if the transparent member 7 is made of 
glass, for it is well-known that extreme accuracy 
of dimensions is difficult to achieve, and there 
fore costly, in the case of glass. 

Obviously the novel arrangement described 
above is ideally adapted for low-cost manufac 
turing operations in that the opening can be 
punched or stamped out of the panel 6, the frame 
9 can be formed by means of simple sheet-metal 
forming operations and the transparent member 
f can be manufactured with rather loose di 
mensional tolerances. All of these factors con 
tribute to low-cost of manufacture and, of course, 
the assembly of the various components to form 
a complete window utilizes substantially a mini 
mum number of assembly operations. Further 
more, the assembled unit is both decorative in 
appearance and of a rugged construction. The 
transparent member 7 is tightly and rigidly 
locked to the panel 6, there being no possibility 
of any play or movement by the transparent 
member 7 after assembly, by virtue of the clamp 
ing action of tongues A. AS is best shown in 
FigS. 1 and 3, the frame 9 produces a decorative 
appearance in that the edges 6 of the opening 
7 are Substantially covered by the leg 3 of the 
frame 9. 
Whereas the invention in the embodiment de 

scribed above utilizes a plurality of notches 8 
Surrounding the opening 7, the same effects could 
be achieved if the notches 8 were replaced by 
apertures 9 appropriately positioned and spaced 
around the opening 7. With either construction, 
whether it be a notch or an aperture, the open 
ings provided for receiving the tongues sub 
stantially underlie the frame 9 so as to enhance 
the ornamental and decorative appearance of 
the assembled window. 

In view of the above, it is quite apparent that 
a novel window has been provided for a panel. 
that is decorative and ornamental in appearance, 
easy to assemble and dis-assemble, devoid of 
Superfluous or extra parts, ideally adapted for 
low-cost manufacture, and constituting a tightly 
and rigidly secured assembly. 
What is claimed and desired to be secured by 

United States Letters Patent is: 
1. In combination with a panel having a first 

Opening: a transparent member engaging the in 
ner face of Said panel surrounding said first 
opening; a retaining frame overlying the outer 
face of Said panel surrounding said first opening 
and having at least an edge thereof engaging the 
Outer face of Said panel; and a plurality of sec 
Ond openings in Said panel substantially under 
lying said frame and surrounding said transpar 
ent member, said frame having a plurality of 
tongues projecting through said second openings 
and bent inwardly to engage the edge and inner 
face of Said transparent member. 
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2. The combination defined in claim 1, where 

in said second openings cemprise a plurality of 
notches in said panel located at spaced points 
around the periphery of Said first opening and 
forming a part of said first opening. 

3. The combination defined in claim 1, wherein 
Said Second openings comprise a plurality of aper 
tures in said panel surrounding said first opening. 

4. In combination with a panel having a first 
opening; a transparent member engaging the in 
ner face of said panel surrounding said first 
Opening; a retaining frame surrounding said first 
Opening oyerlying the outer face of said panel 
and Overlying the Outer face of said transparent 
member; said frame having at least an edge 
thereof engaging the outer face of said panel; 
and a plurality of second openings in Said panel 
Substantially underlying said frame and sur 
rounding said transparent member; said frame 
having a plurality of tongues projecting through 
Said Second openings and bent inwardly to en 
gage the edge and inner face of said transparent 
member. 

5. In combination with a panel having a first 
opening; a transparent member engaging the in 
ner face of said panel surrounding said first 
Opening; a retaining frame overlying the outer 
face of said panel surrounding said first opening; 
Said frame comprising a channel-shaped mem 
ber having the edge of one leg engaging the outer 
face of the said panel; and a plurality of sec 
Ond openings in Said panel surrounding said 
transparent member and located substantially in 
register with the edge of said one leg of said 
frame, said one leg of said frame having a plural 
ity of tongues projecting through said second 
openings and bent inwardly to engage the edge 
and inner face of said transparent member. 

6. In combination with a panel having a first 
Opening: a transparent member engaging the in 
ner face of said panel surrounding said first open 
ing; a retaining frame overlying the outer sur 
face of Said panel and outer face of said trans 
parent member and surrounding said first open 
ing; Said frame comprising a channel-shaped 
member having the edge of one leg in juxtaposi 
tion with the outer face of said transparent mem 
ber and the edge of the other leg engaging the 
outer face of said panel; and a plurality of sec 
Ond openings in said panel surrounding said 
transparent member and located substantially in 
register with the edge of said other leg of said 
frame; Said edge of said other leg of said frame 
having a plurality of tongues projecting through 
Said Second openings and bent inwardly to en 
gage the edge and inner face of said transparent 
member. 

ANDREW J. KOLL. 
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